FY2022 IMPACT

Ending homelessness, one person at a time.

> EVICTION PREVENTION

1,739 PARTICIPANTS
PREVENTED FROM LOSING THEIR HOMES

> SHELTER

184 PARTICIPANTS
INCLUDING 30 CHILDREN SHELTERED AT MARGARITA INN

1,305 PARTICIPANTS
RECEIVED 27,706 SERVICES INCLUDING FOOD PANTRY, SHOWERS, LAUNDRY, AND CLOTHING AT DROP-IN

> HOUSING

610 PARTICIPANTS
HELPED TO MAINTAIN OR OBTAIN HOUSING
3,544 INDIVIDUALS HELPED

2,668 ADULTS
860 CHILDREN

51% FEMALE-IDENTIFYING
49% MALE-IDENTIFYING

31% HAVE MENTAL OR PHYSICAL DISABILITY

472 CHRONICALLY HOMELESS* INDIVIDUALS

*Chronic homelessness is defined by HUD as an individual who has a disabling condition and has experienced homelessness for 12 months or more.

52 COMMUNITIES SERVED

55% BLACK
18% WHITE
19% LATINX

4% OTHER/MULTI-RACIAL
1% AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN
3% ASIAN